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Quick-change RH plant from SMS Mevac successfully started up
in South Korea
Hyundai Steel successfully commissions RH plant for the
production of automotive grades
With the support of SMS Mevac (www.sms-mevac.com), Hyundai
Steel Co. (Hyundai), based in Seoul, South Korea, has successfully
commissioned the quick-change RH plant (Ruhrstahl Heraeus
process) added to its secondary metallurgy facilities in Dangjin. The
first melt was treated on Monday, October 5, 2015, approximately
one month ahead of schedule. Already at this point, both Hyundai
Steel Co. and SMS are very satisfied with the performance of the RH
plant and with the commitment of all parties involved in the project.

The quick-change RH plant had been designed for the treatment of
ladles with a nominal heat weight of 155 tons and an average
production capacity of 1.2 million tons per year. Technical features of
the plant include a hydraulically actuated ladle lifting system, a burner
lance and a vacuum alloying system for adding ferroalloys under
vacuum. Already in the engineering phase, the capacity of the plant
was increased to 175 tons.

A four-stage steam-ejector vacuum pump system of the latest state of
the art generates the vacuum. The system has been fitted with
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advanced pressure control technology which ensures an optimized
process.

The RH plant is part of the existing electric steel mill. The steel
treated in the RH plant is continuously cast into blooms and
processed into high-alloyed quality parts, primarily for use in the
automotive industry.

The scope of supply comprised the basic engineering and parts of
the detail engineering, the delivery of key components such as the
burner lance, the hydraulic system, etc. (the existing steam-ejector
vacuum pump system was successfully modified) and supervision of
installation and commissioning.
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The snorkel of the RH vessel is being lifted out of the first melt treated.
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Don’t miss out on the latest news, comprehensive background reports and
key information about SMS group’s activities. The Push message function
of the SMS group App immediately informs you about any new SMS group
information posted on the press portal – whether on smart phones or
tablets (iOS or Android). Also readable via the App are our SMS group
newsletters. Download the App on your mobile terminal device now:
www.sms-group.com/app.

The SMS group is, under the roof of SMS Holding GmbH, a group of companies
internationally active in plant construction and mechanical engineering for the steel and
nonferrous metals industry. Its 14,000 employees generate sales of over EUR 3,4 bn

